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Akhtaboot Ardi - by Yasmine Nachabe
A sustainable light object created
with a frying strainer and 50 salt
& pepper containers.

Madrab Sigha - by Nesrine Khodr
Seasonal carpet beater. Holds every
day Jewelry the rest of the year.

Candle Can - by Imad Habab
This can made up from two ashtrays
tied to each other, It includes a
candle, so the idea is to light the
candle inside this can and to use
the light in an intensive way by
the reflective surface, the way that
we can focus the light on something
that we are working on, reading,
writing,
fixing
something,...etc
“especially when the lectricity cut
off”. Also we can close the can to
package it or to carry it easily.
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amel w m7moul - by Yara Al Adib.
This product was a reaction to our
suffering from lack of public and
pleasant spaces to rest, not to
mention the refugees who are constantly searching for public spaces
to make their own. 7amel w m7moul
is a double sided bag that transforms itself into a cushion thanks
to the soft straw base used by our
ancestors as food .

Flux - By kholoud Salman
Humanity’s actions and reactions
ripple, keeping the universe in a
constant state of flux. Lit synthetic lufa.

Strong Memento - by Boushra Adi
Good times fly quickly through our
lives, all we can do is capturing
the moment in a strive to keep the
goodmemory longer.While photography can’t last long, and digital
picture can’t always be available
for refugees.Strong Memento can be
harder by transferring the picture on a stone/tile that you can
customize as a necklace, bracelet,
coaster… etc.
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Radiation - By Ghaith Tish
Light glow provides the soul with
optimism and a new hope of better
life. Welded cupcake aluminum cups.

Bis7tak - By Toulin Dima Kabani &
Myriam Abouchahla
Individuals are often faced with
a lack of space, and they end up
striving in a little square meter
at the edge of a sidewalk. Plastic chairs are found in every little spot in the streetscape, where
it is allowed to stay. Life blooms
still, even in one square meter.
This project symbolizes this idea,
where a little piece of green grows
in a plastic bottle.

Radiation - By Ghaith Tish
Light glow provides the soul with
optimism and a new hope of better
life. Welded cupcake aluminum cups.
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